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ABSTRACT

This paper details the experience of integrating service learning projects into technology oriented courses for the Computer Information Systems (CIS) program at California University of Pennsylvania (CUP) and the Communications and Information System Department at Robert Morris University (RMU). The paper entails the steps undertaken by faculty members at CUP to inquire, select and implement service projects in their technology courses and an example of one successful project for a non-profit organization. It also notes the findings and overall conclusions for the service learning initiatives that have occurred at RMU.
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INTRODUCTION

Service learning is both a method of teaching and a way of learning that integrates community service with instruction designed to promote civic responsibly (Battistoni, 2002). Within this learning environment, educators facilitate students’ engagement in problem-solving activities comprised of sensory awareness, emotions, physical conditions, and cognition (Carver, 1997). This theory builds on Dewey’s (1916) concept of situational learning where learning is the result of interactions between the individual and the environment. The service experience provides both a process of acquiring new knowledge through reflection, and an opportunity for further inquiry within the context of a given situation (Giles & Eyler, 1994).

Stanton, Giles, and Cruz, (1999) indicated that service learning is an effective model for creating and studying a highly authentic learning environment, where instruction emphasizes the idea that much of what is learned is specific to the situations in which it is learned (Sweeney & Paradis, 2004). These experiences include activities that are participatory, interactive, and representative of real-world events (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). From an instructional perspective, learning is anchored in real contexts, where problem solving, critical thinking, and reflection are required (Howard, 1998).

Social interactions, which play a fundamental role in service learning activities, allow students to engage in debate, ask questions, state opinions, negotiate meanings, and resolve conflicts. All of these behaviors are believed to lead to reflection and internalization of new understandings (Brown, Metz, & Campione 1996). In many ways, this is similar to Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of social learning, which assumes that cognitive development occurs twice: first, between people (interspsychological) and then inside the individual (intrapsychological). A second aspect of Vygotsky's theory is the idea that the potential for cognitive development depends upon the "zone of proximal development" (ZPD): a level of development attained when people engage in social behavior. This theory assumes that skills developed with guidance or peer collaboration exceed what can be attained alone.

Peer feedback in service learning activities occurs when students observe each other testing, challenging, and revising ways of thinking about a particular problem. This iterative method of learning is critical to the formation of a collective knowledge base from which students are able gain deeper understandings of the thinking processes of the community. Social learning theory emphasizes the importance of observing and modeling the behaviors, attitudes, and emotional reactions of others (Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Jonassen & Henning, 1999). Bandura (1977) stated:

"Learning would be exceedingly laborious, not to mention hazardous, if people had to rely solely on the effects of their own actions to inform them of what to do. Fortunately, most human behavior is learned observationally.
through modeling: from observing others one forms an idea of how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions this coded information serves as a guide for action (p. 22).

**How service learning differs from traditional classroom experiences**

According to Weigert (1998), six elements differentiate and characterize service learning from traditional classroom experiences. Three of these elements focus on instruction: (1) the service flows from and into course objectives; (2) assignments requiring reflection integrate the service with course objectives; and (3) the assignment is assessed and evaluated. The other three elements focus on the community: (1) the service is meaningful to the community; (2) the service meets a need or goal; and (3) the community defines the need or goal.

McPherson (1996) identified the critical components for developing service learning activities that address all six of these elements:

- Service-learning activities maximize student participation in selecting, designing, implementing, and evaluating the service project.
- Service-learning activities value diversity in participants, practice, and outcomes.
- Service-learning activities promote communication and interaction with the community and encourage partnerships and collaboration.
- Students prepare for all aspects of their service work, including a clear understanding of the task, the skills and information required to complete the task, awareness of safety precautions, and knowledge about and sensitivity to colleagues.
- Student reflection takes place before, during, and after service; uses multiple methods to encourage critical thinking; and is central in the design and fulfillment of curricular objectives.
- Multiple methods are designed to acknowledge, celebrate, and validate student service work.

Essential for quality service learning instruction is the development of clear educational goals that require students to construct their own knowledge and understandings about a given problem. Lesh (2002) explained that to learn about the nature of students’ developing knowledge, it is useful to focus on tasks in which the resulting products demonstrate significant information about the ways of thinking that produced them. This means that students need to be able to communicate how they interpreted a task or problem-solving situation. Within a service learning project, students plan problem-solving strategies, challenge ideas, monitor progress, test various solutions, and explain outcomes to each other. As students make sense of their experiences through testing, reflecting, modifying, and refining their thinking, knowledge is constructed.

**Criticisms of Service Learning**

Currently service learning is gaining popularity in higher education, but there are some who do not agree with the practice (Mattson, 1998). These critics contend that the service component waters down the curriculum, further weakening the quality of higher education, and that the time students spend volunteering in community agencies as part of a course might be better spent in the library or laboratory (Gray, Ondaatje, & Zakaras, 1999). To address this concern, Battistoni (2002) emphasizes the importance of selecting placements intentionally to meet the learning objectives of the course. The organization benefiting from the service should be considered a partner in education providing structured opportunities for students to critically reflect on the civic nature of their experience.

Manchester and Baiocchi (2001) question if service learning can do more harm than good when the motive to serve may supersede the needs as defined by the community being served. In other words, what is more important – the instruction or the service? Is it really possible to meet both the intended learning objectives and the community’s needs? Howard (1998) argues that it is essential to create opportunities that are relevant and meaningful to both the community and the students. The purposeful planning, design, and implementation of activities around specific learning objectives should be done in collaboration with the community benefiting from the service to avoid conflicts between instructional and service objectives.

**Benefits of service learning; strategies for implementation**
Research indicates that well-implemented service learning programs support the long-term development of civic responsibility, while the impact of the activities address immediate intellectual and social benefits for students and the communities they serve (Billig & Furco, 2002; Mendel-Reyes, 1998). Roehlkepartain (2007), however, cautioned that positive outcomes are not automatic and will vary depending on the focus, scope and quality of the learning experience. He identified specific benefits for each stakeholder (students, campus, and community) to use as a benchmark for success, including:

- Service-learning gives an intentional strategy for addressing goals for learning and personal development through civic engagement and community service.
- Service-learning cultivates connections between the organization, schools, higher education, and other community groups.
- Service-learning increases program staff and volunteers’ level of engagement, leadership capacity, and satisfaction with their work.
- Service-learning reinforces effective development practices, providing appropriate structure, supportive relationships, opportunities to belong, positive social norms, opportunities for skill building; and integration of school and community efforts.

In order to build an effective program that can attain benefits for each stakeholder, there must be: (1) teacher commitment; (2) a mutually beneficial partnership between the school and the community agency; (3) institutional commitment. The collaborative relationships fostered in this learning environment should be maintained through formal agreements and memorandums of understanding that clearly articulate the roles and responsibilities for each partner. Abregana (2006) suggested four different models for addressing these roles and implementing a service learning curriculum: (1) as part of a course, (2) as a specially designed course, (3) as a departmental program, or (4) as a departmental program in collaboration with partner agencies.

**SERVICE LEARNING PROJECT – THE CUP CASE STUDY**

**Motivation and Significance:**

This project provided substantial benefits for the students and the nonprofit organization, the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania (HSWP). As noted above, it used Abregana’s model to implement a service learning curriculum “as part of a course” objective. For this case study, the students’ service learning opportunities were gained, outside the classroom, by interviewing users and archivists to gain an understanding of the requirements to improve process work flow. The overall goal was to integrate the requirements into the design, development and implementation of an information system solution in order to gain productivity improvements. Oftentimes in academic settings, students in technical programs do not get the chance to enhance their soft skills (e.g., communication, interviewing, and understanding group dynamics). This service learning project helped students to strengthen their soft with hard skills (e.g. programming and database development) while getting practical experience in applying the systems development lifecycle to practical information management problems [Schwalbe].

HSWP is a non-profit educational institution that has provided continuous service to Pittsburgh and the Western Pennsylvania region since 1879. HSWP operates the Senator John Heinz Pittsburgh Regional History Center (Heinz History Center), the largest history museum in Pennsylvania, which opened to the public in 1996 in downtown Pittsburgh.

Since August 2005, collaborative efforts between the Heinz History Center and California University of Pennsylvania’s Mathematics and Computer Science Department has resulted in the creation of a “volunteer applications development” group with students and faculty from the university. Each semester, through the guidance of Computer Information System faculty members, students provide information technology support services to the Heinz History Center on projects ranging from providing training classes in the use of MS Office 2007 or creating customized reporting and queries via MS Access 2007 against archived collection data. One specific collaborative effort was during the fall 2007 and spring 2008 semesters where three students developed a database application to help researchers and archivists track, manage and report over 1,000 films donated by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation as part of their capstone CSC490
and CSC492 Senior Project I and Senior Project II course requirements.

**Project Background:**

The L&A users in were looking for a better and more efficient method to track archival collection, which will benefit not only themselves but also the community and academic researchers. They were looking for a database management system to track the condition and content for the Westinghouse films. By improving tracking and reporting methods, film collections would be more accessible to researchers investigating the Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

One primary objective of the project was to remove the unstructured workflow where researchers and archivists had Excel spreadsheets and paper documents to track the Westinghouse films and replace the workflow with one, holistic centralized database and reporting solution for the organization. The intent for the project, which was attained, was for students to define and build a front-end application to enter and maintain the film collection data and also provide standard reporting solutions via queries and customized reports.

Outcomes gained from the project provided the students experience in building computer information systems, where they received
- exposure to the “social networking” side of analysis and design by understanding the interpersonal skills needed for interviewing, and
- experience in building technically based computer systems that are used in problem solving and decision making in the workplace.

Students participated in all levels of the systems development lifecycle (planning, analysis, design, development, and implementation) by working closely with researchers and archivists. As noted by researchers in the information systems area [Schwalbe], the high failure rate for information systems design projects is due to the lack of understanding of the system from the end users’ perspectives because the designer tends to view the project from a technical perspective. This project helped to alleviate that problem while exposing students to applied, practical field experiences.

**Description of Prior Workflow and Project Solution**

The Heinz History Center uses a computer based information system, BiblioMondo, which provides access to collection holdings. While considered a leading solution for cataloging materials, it is primarily used for books and monographs. It does not meet the needs of researchers and archivists in tracking and managing three-dimensional objects and artifacts such as clothing, household items and films, and does not provide required donor data attributes. M museum researchers Gilliland-Swetland and Chandler noted techniques to make these collections accessible through products such as BiblioMondo, but the descriptions are often too generalized and do not include adequate information technology based solution. For this project, students analyzed the retrieval and reporting needs of the researchers and archivists as the basis to define the data to store within a centralized, normalized database management system. Once an understanding of the data requirements were captured, the students concentrated on data entry forms for data entry and standard reporting and queries for output.

Table 1 captures at a summary level the accomplishments of the students through the systems development lifecycle. The table notes the work breakdown structure of activities, the timeline in the semester that the work was accomplished, and the overall outcomes and deliverables provided by the students. In essence, it captures the project management overview and final synopsis of the project. Starting in the fall 2007 semester, three (3) students began the information gathering and requirements definition for the project as the overall project team. The students collaborated on activities such as project management, systems analysis, database and application design and development. The deliverable at the end of the semester was a systems design document with specs on the new information system solution. Beginning with the winter 2008 semester, the same three (3) students developed the database and application interface system which resulted in user testing and application acceptance in April 2008. In May 2008, the students provided training to the researchers and archivists on the usage of the Westinghouse film database application. Actual film attributes were keyed via the data entry forms, and initial reports and queries were generated. With an enthusiastic response from the users, it was
agreed that the information system more than adequately met their requirements, and operational processes were implemented to use the system on a day-to-day basis for film tracking and reporting. Feedback from the students confirmed that the project had remarkable value in gaining actual field experience in developing computer based information systems. The opportunity to create a user accepted technical solution, while balancing analysis, critical thinking and interpersonal communication skills, was a major success for the students in this service learning endeavor.

Table 1: Systems Development Life Cycle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Work Breakdown</th>
<th>Timeline:</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I: Investigation and Analysis</td>
<td>Reviewed the existing process to maintain multiple Excel spreadsheets and defined the reporting problems associated with the current process.</td>
<td>September 2007</td>
<td>Project Proposal Document by students: Confirmed project objectives and scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II: User requirements, technical specs</td>
<td>Defined the reporting needs of the researchers and archivists and the technology needed for the new system.</td>
<td>November 2007</td>
<td>User needs, technical spec docs by students: received archivists’ and faculty approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III: Database and application development</td>
<td>Built and constructed the database and application solution. MS SQL Server 2005 for the centralized database, and either MS Access 2007 or Visual Studio.Net for the front end application to maintain data, generate reports.</td>
<td>December 2007 – January 2008</td>
<td>Students began migration of individual databases into centralized solution. Students developed summary and detailed reports. Review and approval on completed work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase IV: User testing and acceptance</td>
<td>Created a system test plan for archivists and researchers to review the screens and reports to test for adequacy. This phase is an iterative process where versions of the system were reviewed to ensure that the solution met the project scope and their business needs.</td>
<td>February 2008 - March 2008</td>
<td>Students installed database and application at the History Center. Archivists and researchers reviewed the system with approval or disapprove on adequacy of system. Change requests were captured by the students as enhancements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase V: Implementation, Documentation</td>
<td>Moved the solution into production, for use in day-to-day operations by the users.</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>Students: User manual and system procedures were created. Implemented system at the Center.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SERVICE LEARNING AT RMU WITH RMU ENGAGEMENT TRANSCRIPT**

While service learning provides an added and important dimension to the education process for which most students admit to being life changing, there may be a difficulty in initially getting students involved. RMU in recognizing this potential difficulty has taken on two different yet complementary approaches to enhance student involvement. One approach has been to directly include a service learning semester long project in required courses. As an example, a public relations course—required for the communications major—incorporates a service learning project to establish needs and plans for a public relations program for a local community. Students attend council meetings, and school board meetings as well as specialized meetings with community leaders to access the current situation, needs, and long term goals. Then, as a class project, the students design, develop, and implement a viable public relations program that includes a strategy, a budget, and time table for implementation. The next group of students takes on the role of implementing the program. This approach actively involves students as a course and academic program requirement.
The second approach involves an institutional commitment to student involvement in the community as part of their educational experience. While all colleges and universities have established academic transcripts as a way to validate and verify academic experiences, RMU has yet another institutional transcript. This second transcript is the Student Engagement Transcript (SET). Beginning fall 2009, as a graduation requirement, all students must have involvement in at least three activities that can be validated, documented, and eventually listed on the official university Student Engagement Transcript. The student activity can be chosen from five categories to fulfill the graduation requirement. The categories include:

- **Arts, Culture and Creativity**: Students with earned entries in this category completed activities deemed to be creative in nature. Examples include the production of creative work such as visual art, electronic and digital media, design work, poetry, musical compositions, etc.

- **Leadership**: Students with earned entries in this category interacted with a variety of people from culturally diverse backgrounds by participating in study abroad programs, international faculty-led trips, and cultural immersion experiences.

- **Undergraduate Research**: Students with earned entries in this category conducted undergraduate research that transcended traditional classroom assignments. Students may have presented their work at research conferences or seminars, published in an appropriate academic journal or periodical, etc.

- **Professional Experience**: Students with earned entries in this category participated in professional experiences such as internships, cooperative opportunities, practicums, or clinical.

- **Special Recognition, Special Projects and Participation**: Students with earned entries in this category accomplished one of the following: certificates, awards, innovative projects, and co-curricular activities such as athletic teams, campus organizations, or task forces for special university events and programs.

- **Service**: Students with earned entries in this category donated their time and talents in partnership with University-approved non-profit organizations or governments.

While the SET will not be required until Fall 2009, nearly 40% of students graduating in May 2008 voluntarily have requested participation with the SET. Of those students, most had used service in the form as service learning as one of their transcripted entries.

The purpose of the SET is two-fold. One is to encourage student participation in the community as an important and life changing part of their education. The other purpose is to provide future employers with yet another dimension of the graduate they are considering to hire. SET demonstrates attributes that go beyond meeting the minimum academic requirements of an education. It also officially validates and verifies information they are very much interested in that is an indicator of leadership, social responsibility, and the ability to work well with others.

**SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

This paper introduces faculty and researchers on various service learning projects and their usage within technology-based courses. A case study focused on courses, programs, and institutional requirements offered by the Computer Information Systems program at California University of Pennsylvania and at Robert Morris University.

While these projects were well-received where students actually developed an information system solutions to improve process efficiencies within organizations, there is a need to encourage even greater student participation and to widen the experience of introducing service projects into technology courses and research its effectiveness. Embedding service learning into core course of the curriculum and institutional commitment to student learning such as the Student Engagement Transcript may enhance both student numbers and commitment to service learning projects. The authors of this paper
recognize that these projects were examples of initial efforts to bring service learning projects to bear within their respective university. Thus, it is our intention to conduct a more comprehensive study that addresses the types of projects undertaken, the outcomes of these projects, and student performance in subsequent courses (courses taken after a service learning experience). The future work will include feedback from the students, as well as the service organization, to provide a benchmark on the value-added results from the service learning initiative and its relationship to future courses that offer service projects in technology-based programs.
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